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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the researcher focused on analyzing the data of this 

research, the language styles used in wahtsapp group chatting. The researcher 

analyzes the data based on Martin Joos theory of language style. In this theory, 

Martin Joos states that there are several types of language style. These include 

frozen, formal, consultative, casual and intimate. Researcher used Martin Joos 

theory to analyses in this section. 

 

 

A. Result of Research 

In these sections, the researcher present the data taken from the students 

chatting on whatsapp group. The data are presented on students chatting that 

researcher started to collect the data from 22 August 2020 up to 30 August 

2020. And it is categorized and analyzed based on the Marhtin Joos’s theory 

of language style that is focused on whatsapp group chatting. It is used in 

order to answer the research problems of this study, they are, what types of 

language style are used and how the language style is used in whatsapp group 

chatting. 

The researcher would like to give the result which are appropriated 

with the characteristics of language style that the researcher found in 

WhatsApp. The data are presented below: 

1) Data 1 
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This style used in the conversation between Fatim and Abriza when 

she talking about her problem while saying “ I need you solution or 

tips kwanz, what should you do when your position as a teacher 

teaches your studens talk about debate and how to practice it in online 

class?”Fatim as the coordinator asking for some solutions to her 

member of group, and then Abriza said “ this is a bit problem, as my 

experienced and of course you never taught it in online class, 

especially about debating class how to practice it and how to manage 

them to make the class condition way. That’s why it should be solve 

together. And you Fatim if you are asking about this, this really good 

question I thought, because of this should be my question.” In this 

conversation use one of kind of language style that supported by the 

data below: 
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2)  Data 2 

In this chatting the language style used by Fahrur Rozi as the member 

of group try to give the solution to coordinator about the problem. 

Fahrur said “you could try to use social messenger like Wa/telegram 

but ifit’s possible. It’s better to use virtual meeting like zoom/meet. So 

you can just give the material of debate through video call. But if not, 

just use voice message of wa. You have to divide students into 

coordinator, pro grub, and conta grub, and then start debating using 

voice not. This style also supported by the data below: 

 

 

3)  Data 3 

This type of language style also shown by the conversation between 

Fatim and AlthafAfida when they were discuss about online class. 

Here Althaf said “your students have nice network in everything in 

online class, but my class had been divided before it was started. So 

the students had been ready before the class, that’s my suggestion. 

And then Fatim answered Althaf’s opinion by saying “ when I give the 
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material to them, in my experience when I got debate, actually divide 

two groups like you said, every person gives statement and other group 

gives respond about it until the end. The style that used in this chatting 

of students are supported by the data below: 

 

 

4)  Data 4 

This conversation include to language style. Beside that, it’s happen between 

friend and friend. Such as when Ana said “I’m sorry rosi, I use this number 

phone only” after that, Rosi said “oh alright, it’s secret “this conversation 

continued when Ana reply Rosi’sstatemen“ sorry again I add 2 in your name, 

but you can save it” and then Rosi answer “ oh god, it’s my name 

dangerous”. This style supported by the data below: 
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1) Data 5 

Another language style that used in Whatsapp group chatting is happen of 

conversation between Fahrur and Ana, when they were talking about 

number phone, here they shows one of characteristic of casual style that is 

the conversation is shortened. When Rosi said “I’m scared to save “ after 

that Ana answered “ I’m sorry, I didn’t mean. Why? “ and then Rosisaid “ 

you didn’t mean, but you do it “. This style also supported by the screen 

shoot of their chatting on whatsapp group that are below: 
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2) Data 6 

This chatting also categorized as langauge style. “cz that’s secret “ Rosi 

said to answer Ana’s question. And Ana apologize by saying “ hehee 

sorry. Actually, thtat’s secret. But, I’m afraid, someday the number phone 

will not active again. So you can save it but please don’t give it to others 

“. So this style supported by the data below: 
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3) Data 7 

There is a chatting that also use the language  style in the conversation. To 

reply Ana’s statement, Rosi said “no one ever ask “ and then Yuni also 

reply Ana’s statement. She stated “ same with my number, actually 

sometime I’m forget to buy pulsa “ . bot of them are use the language style 

in their conversation that supported by the data below: 
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4) Data 8 

In this chatting they still continued their conversation, and also they still 

use the language style. So here Ana said to Rosi“ I just give you 

information “ she also reply Yuni’s statement by saying “ yess that’s  

right, and so am I. That’s why my number phone is not active again “. The 

language style that used in this conversation supported by the data below: 
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5) Data 9 

This chatting of students conversation also use the language style. The 

chatting are presented Althaf said “ yuhu “ Abriza also express the same 

word “ yuhuu “ and then Fahrur said “ so guys, what your activity 

tonight?”Fatim answered “ enjoy my life “ directly Fahrur reply Fatim’s 

response “ thank god, you enjoy your life “  after that Astika also give a 

response about Fahrur’s question by saying “ sleeping wkwkwk “. The 

style that used in this chatting supported by the data below: 
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6) Data 10 

It also include to language style, the chatting between Rosi and Althaf. 

Rosi asked Althaf“ what will you feel if you marry to ReemarMartin?” so 

that Althaf said “ if I were her groom, I would be completely great “ , “ 

but me myself prefer Pevita Pearce “ said Rosi. Finally Althaf said “ she’d 

be my second one”. This style used in the conversation supported by the 

data below: 
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7) Data 11 

Here the langauge style  used by Abriza and Afida in the nice 

conversation. Afida asked “ who’s the speaker? “after that Abriza told 

him “ Jefrey Lang. for the first time he was an atheis person though he 

was born cristian family, finally he became new convert after analyzing 

Al-Baqarah. If you want to know more let’s check it out my channel please 

subscribe and share “ Abriza add his answer by saying “ a math teacher 

in Kansas University USA American State”. In this chatting the language 

style that used are supported by the data below: 
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8) Data 12 

In this chatting, there is a conversation between Rosi and Althaf. They 

were talking about movie. “what a freaking movie that is “ said Althaf. 

And after that Rosi asked “ do u like it ? “ but Althaf instead asking back 

“ do I look like a fool? “ and then Rosi answer “ I think so, but not a fool 

“ Althaf said “ later “ finally Rosi said “ a full however “. In this chatting 

they also used the language style that supported by the data below: 
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9) Data 13 

Fahrur said in the chatting “ and how about me dud? “ after that Afida 

reply “ opponent mode is activated “ and then Fahrur said “ by saying so, 

you declare war “ the chatting is continued when Afida said “ restaurant 

next to my boarding school is opened, let’s have a war “ in the end Fahrur 

said “ what kinda damn war in restaurant? “. The language style in this 

chatting supported by the data below: 
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10) Data 14 

This chatting also classified as language style. The conversation are 

present by Ruby and friends. Ruby said “I think all ofyou need some of 

glass of water “ but Althaf said “ hmmmm glass of milk apparently “ after 

that Rosi said “ wkwkoke like ant man said in avengers: endgame.yes, I do 

captain America “ directly answered by Althaf“ I don’t understand the 

movie “ and then Rosi give a suggestion to Althaf“ you must watch all of 

the marvel movies starting from iron man till avengers endgane “. In this 

conversation the language style are supported by the data below: 
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11) Data 15 

This chatting also categorized as langauge style, when Fahrur said “ 

Assalamualaikum people “ after that Ruby answer “ waalaikumsalam “ 

Nizar also give a response to Rosi’s greeting by saying “ waalaikumsalam 

boll “ and then Yuni said “ Alhamdulillah, where is the other ? “ Astika 

also give a comment by saying “ waalaikumsalambrooo “. In this chatting 

the language style that used by students are supported by the data below: 
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B. Discussion of Research 

In this discussion, after the researcher knews the finding of result, here  

the researcher elaborated the two research problem. Although, according to 

Joos’s theory that there are several styles of language. These include frozen, 

formal, consultative, casual and intimate. The researcher only finds two kinds 

of language style that are used in whatsapp group chatting, there are 

consultative and casual. Those are as follows: 

1. The Types of The Language Style Used by English Students of 

Academic Year 2015 on Whatsapp Group Chatting In IAIN 

Madura by Martin Joos Perspective 

Although, according to Martin joos’s theory that there are several 

style of language style. These include frozen style, formal style, 
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consultative style, casual style and intimate style. But the researcher finds 

two kinds of language style that are used on whatsapp group chatting. 

There are consultative and casual style.  

In this section the researcher describes key findings of language 

style that used on whatsapp group. This analysis based on Martin Joos 

theory. The researcher finds two kinds of language style that are used on 

whatsapp group chatting. There are consultative and casual style. The 

researcher finds 15 data that are used on whatsapp group chatting based 

on Martin Joos theory.  Those are as follow: 

a. Consultative style 

  Consultative style is the operational language style that is 

usually  used in school, factory, and corporation meeting. 

Consultative style generally used in semi formal 

communication such us between government to their people, 

between teacher to the students, or between the chief to the 

members. So, it is consultative because included as the most 

operational consultative style is style between formal style and 

casual style.1 In this case there are three kinds of data that 

include to consultative style, because the data shows the reader 

about the characteristict  of consultative style. Such the 

conversation happened in semi formal communication, the 

style used in the school, factory, or sometimes in the 

corporation meeting. Beside that, this style also used by the 

                                                             
1Abdul Chaer,Leonie Agustina sosiolinguistik perkenalan awal, (Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 2014). 

Page 71. 
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government to their people, between teacher to their students, 

and between the chief to the members.  

1) Data 1. “ I need your solutions or tips kawanz, what 

should you do when your position as teacher 

teaches your students talk about debate and how to 

practice it in online class ?”. 

This style used in the conversation between Fatim 

and her member when she ask a solution of her 

problem when she want to teach her students talk 

about debate that must be practice it in online class. 

In the sentence “ I need your solutions or tips 

kawanz, what should you do when your position as 

teacher teaches your students talk about debate and 

how to practice it in online class ?”. It’s called by 

consultative because it is happened between 

coordinator to their members. Ass the Joss’s theory 

that consultative usually used in semi formal 

communication. 

2) Data 2. “ you could try to use social messanger like 

wa/telegram. But if it’s possible, it’s better to use 

virtual meeting like zoom/meet. So you can just give 

the material of debate through video call. But if not, 

just use voice messange of wa, you have to devide 
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students into coordinator, pro grub, and conta grub, 

and the start debating using voice note.” 

This chatting also include to consultative style 

because Fahrur as the member try to give the 

conclusoion to coordinator about the problem. in the 

sentence “ you could try to use social messanger 

like wa/telegram. But if it’s possible, it’s better to 

use virtual meeting like zoom/meet. So you can just 

give the material of debate through video call. But if 

not, just use voice messange of wa, you have to 

devide students into coordinator, pro grub, and 

conta grub, and the start debating using voice 

note.” It is also called by consultative style because 

happened in semi formal communication. 

3) Data 3. “ Your students have nice network in 

everything in online class. But my class had been 

devided before it was started. So the students had 

been ready before the class, that’s my suggestion.” 

Marthin Joss, in his theory explain that consultative 

is style between formal style and casual style. Or 

called by semi formal communication. In this 

chatting “ Your students have nice network in 

everything in online class. But my class had been 

devided before it was started. So the students had 
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been ready before the class, that’s my suggestion.” 

shown the reader about the consultative style 

because it’s also used in semi formal situation by 

Althaf as the member in the class. 

b. Casual style 

 Casual style is the casual language variety in conversation, 

recreation, sport, etc. casual style is usually used in relaxed or 

normal situation such communication with friend or family 

member. When use this style , it is usually shortened. The 

vocabularies are full with dialect, regional dialect and seldom 

use proper structural morphology and syntac.2This style used 

for relaxed situation such us with close friend or family 

member. Casual style is conversational style, but it is not for 

stranger. 

 Casual style is characterized by the use of first name 

even nicknames rather than little and last name in 

addressing one another. The pronunciation is rapid and and 

often slurred. Beside that, that use of slang. This is a prime 

indication of in-group relationship. It is used only with 

insiders, and it a assumed to know only by members of the 

group. For example: to teenagers or to some clique among 

adolescents.3 

                                                             
2Ibid. page. 71 
3Rahel Sion Ayu Tarihoran, Tiara K Pasaribu, The Analysis of Language Style On The Campaign 

Speech of Barack Obama, vol. 1 ( The Episteme Journal of Linguistics and Literature, 2014).  
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4) Data 4. “ I’m sorry Rosy, I use this number phone 

only.” 

This conversation include to casual style because in 

the sentence “ I’m sorry Rosy, I use this number 

phone only.” show the one of characteristic of 

language style that delivered by Joss in his theory. 

That is usually used in relaxed or normal situation. 

For example communicate with family member, 

friends, so on.  

5) Data 5. “ I’m scared to save.” and “ I’m sorry …. I 

didn’t mean.” 

This conversation also categorized as casual style, 

the conversation is very relax, they were joking 

each other. And the sentence “ I’m scared to save“ 

and “ I’m sorry… I didn’t mean.” The vocabularies 

that used are full of dialect. It is shows the one of 

characteristic of casual style. 

6) Data 6. “ Cz that’s secret. Hehe sorry” 

Casual style is conversational style. When there is a 

conversation indicate the characteristic of this style, 

it can be called by casual style. In the sentence “ cz 

that’s secret.” used casual style because the 

sentence doesn’s have a good structure. 
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7) Data 7. “ I’m kidding dud.” And “ no one ever 

ask.” 

Based on the words that used in the chatting “ I’m 

kidding dud “ and “ no one evesr ask “ the sentence 

is kind of casual style. He try to joke, and the 

sentence do not have a good structure. 

8) Data 8. “ yes that’s right,and so am I, that’s why my 

number phone is not active again.” 

This sentence is kind of casual style, it can be seen 

as “ yes that,s right, and so am I. that,s why my 

number phone is not active again “ it is normal 

conversation and also happened in relaxed situation. 

9) Data 9. “ so guys, what your activity tonight.?, “ 

enjoy my life.”, and “sleeping wkwkwk.” 

Another characteristic that show the conversation is 

include to casual style is when people use this style 

it  is usually shortened. In the sentence “ so guys, 

what your actiyity tonight? “, “ enjoy my life “, and 

“ sleeping wkwkwk “. And the sentence are full of 

dialect and seldom use proper morphology and 

syntac. 

10)  Data 10. “ what will you feel if you marry to 

Reemar Martin?.” 
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This sentence is kind of casual style it can be seen 

in “ what will you feel if you marry to Reemar 

Martin? “ it is relaxed sentence, because the 

question only for joke each other. 

11)  Data 11. “ who’s the speaker?.” 

Based on the words that used in the sentence “ 

who’s the speaker? “ this sentence seldom use 

proper structural morphology, it is happened in 

relaxed situation with friends. 

12)  Data 12. “ what a freaking movie that is.” , “do u 

like it?.” , and “ do I like a fool?.” 

This sentence shows a kind of casual style “ what a 

freaking movie that is “, “ do u like it? “, and “ do I 

look like a fool? “ because it is only a usual 

conversation, it’s not happen in serious situation. 

13)  Data 13. “ how about me dud?.” 

The sentence this chatting is kind of casual style. It 

can be seen an “ how about me dud? “ because it is 

characterized by the sentence that contains by short 

sentence. 

14)  Data 14. “ I think all of you need some of glass of 

water.” 

In Marthin Joss theory, casual style usually use a 

dialect, sometimes is regional dialect. In the 
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sentence “ I think all of you need some of glass of 

water “ is shows the one of characteristic of casual 

style that is use regional dialect. 

15)  Data 15. “ assalamualaikum people.”  And “ 

waalaikumsalam broo” 

In the word “ assalamualaikum people “ and “ 

waalaikumsalam broo “ shows that is a casual style, 

because it is in relaxed or normal situation. It also 

use of slang. 

 

 

2. How Are The Language Styles Used by English Students of Academic Year 

2015 on Whatsapp Group Chatting in IAIN Madura by Martin Joos 

Perspective 

The language style used in whatsapp group chatting will discuss by 

the researcher in this term based on Martin Joos perspective. There are 

15 data that will analyses. 

From the transcript pincture of the chatting the researcher found 

the language style that used by students on whatsapp group chatting and 

then analyze it by Martin Joos perspective. 

a) Consultative style 

 Consultative style is the operational language style  that is 

usually used in school, factory, and corporation meeting. It is a 

style that used in semi formal communication. Such as between 
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government to their people, between teacher to the students, or 

between the chief to the members. So, it is consultative because it 

is included as the most operational consultative.4 

1) Data 1. “ I need your solutions or tips kawanz, what 

should you do when your position as teacher 

teaches your students talk about debate and how to 

practice it in online class ?”. 

In this chatting the consultative style by Fatim when 

se asking for some suggestion and solution to the 

member of group. And also used by Abriza when he 

give the suggestion to her. they used consultative to 

ask the solution. 

2) Data 2.“ you could try to use social messanger like 

wa/telegram. But if it’s possible, it’s better to use 

virtual meeting like zoom/meet. So you can just give 

the material of debate through video call. But if not, 

just use voice messange of wa, you have to devide 

students into coordinator, pro grub, and conta grub, 

and the start debating using voice note.” 

In this chatting the style used by Rosi when he try to 

give some solution about the problem. He used 

consultative because it is included to semi formal 

situation.  

                                                             
4Abdul Chaer,Leonie Agustina sosiolinguistik perkenalan awal, (Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 2014). 

Page 71. 
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3) Data 3. “ Your students have nice network in 

everything in online class. But my class had been 

devided before it was started. So the students had 

been ready before the class, that’s my suggestion.” 

In this chatting the style used by Althaf, he also give 

some suggestion to Fatim. They were talking about 

the problem that have to overcome by using 

consultative style. Because usually consultative 

used in some group discussion. 

 The data above also supported by other 

theory of Penalosa (1981) in the episteme journal 

stated that consultative is the most neutral or 

unmarked of the style. It is style that is used in semi 

formal communication situation and this is the type 

of language which is required from the everyday 

speaker. Consultative is used in some group 

discussion, regular conversation at school, 

companies, trade speech conversation, etc.5 so this 

data include to consultative because it is appropriate 

with the characteristic of consultative style. 

b) Casual  

 Casual style is a language style which is usually used in 

casual situation or relaxed situation  by those who have the same 

                                                             
5Indra,Hamzah, An Analysis of Language Style of Teenagers Found In Facebook  Status, vol. 7 ( 

The Episteme Journal of English Language & Literature, 2018). Page. 100 
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background such as age, education, social status, and some other 

factor. For example communication with family member or with 

friends. Casual style can also traced by the appearance of the 

informal words such slang, colloquial, even taboo words, etc.6 

 Joos in his strangely titled book, the five clocks in Chaer 

(2014) stated that casual style is language variety in conversation, 

recreation, sport, etc that usually used in relaxed or normal 

situation such communication with friends and family member. 

When use this style, it is usually shortened and the vocabularies are 

full with dialect or regional dialect.7 

 In this case the researcher already analysis the data that 

appropriate with the theory above. 

4) Data 4. “ I’m sorry Rosy, I use this number phone 

only.” 

In this chatting the casual style used by Ana and 

Rosi when they are talking about the number phone, 

it is happen in relaxed situation so they are used 

casual style. 

5) Data 5. “ I’m scared to save.” and “ I’m sorry …. I 

didn’t mean.” 

                                                             
6Indra, Hamzah, An Analysis of Language Style of Teenagers Found In Facebook Status, vol. 7 

(The Episteme Journal of English Language & Literature, 2018). Page 100 
7Abdul Chaer,Leonie Agustina sosiolinguistik perkenalan awal, (Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 2014). 

Page 71. 
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In this chatting the style used by students when they 

just spoke casually. It is use casual style because 

happen in relax situation.  

6) Data 6. “ Cz that’s secret. Hehe sorry 

In this chatting the casual style used when they talk 

about  the number phone that is not active again. 

7) Data 7. “ I’m kidding dud.” And “ no one ever 

ask.” 

In this chatting the conversation use casual style to 

show the reader that they are joking each other, and 

the sentence that used by them are casual because it 

is not in serious situation.  

8) Data 8. “ yes that’s right,and so am I, that’s why my 

number phone is not active again.” 

In this chatting the style used by Ana to inform the 

reader that casual style usually used in normal or 

relaxed situation, and some times the sentence is 

consist of informal words. 

9) Data 9. “ so guys, what your activity tonight.?, “ 

enjoy my life.”, and “sleeping wkwkwk.”.  

This chatting shows the reader that casual style used 

by Althaf, Rosi, Fatim and Astika. The sentences 

reflect their joke as whatsapp user. Then the 

sentence also contains short sentence. 
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10)  Data 10. “ what will you feel if you marry to 

Reemar Martin?.”.  

In this chatting the casual style used by Fahrur to 

ask Althaf how would he feel if he married with 

Reemar Martin. He used casual style when he try to 

joke with his friend. 

11)  Data 11. “ who’s the speaker?.”.  

In this chatting the casual style used by Althaf when 

he want to ask who is the speaker on the video that 

abriza sned in the group. The sentence that used by 

him is doesn’t have a good structure. 

12)  Data 12. “ what a freaking movie that is.” , “do u 

like it?.” , and “ do I like a fool?.” 

.In this chatting the casual style used between 

Fahrur and Althaf when they were talking about the 

freaking movie. In their conversation shows the 

reader the casual style by the characteristic of it, that 

is very relaxed situation. 

13)  Data 13. “ how about me dud?.”.  

In this chatting the casual style also used to joke 

each other. Because it is not serious situation. So, 

the sentence in this chatting sometimes are full with 

dialect, and the sentence usually shortened. 
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14)  Data 14. “ I think all of you need some of glass of 

water.”.  

In this chatting the casual style used by Ruby when 

she thought her friends are needed a glass of water. 

The sentences are seldom use a good structure . 

15)  Data 15.  “ assalamualaikum people.”  And “ 

waalaikumsalam broo” 

In this chatting the sentences are used is very 

shortened, some of them are use a slang. So it is a 

kind of casual style because the sentence is fulfill 

the characteristic of casual style
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